Pick up voucher and collection authority
To pick up your vehicle you need to book an appointment. You will need to send an email to samuel.hernandez@bca.com specifying the exact day and time your
dealer will arrive.1
The circulation of vehicles to countries outside of Spain is not permitted (exceptions excluded). If your vehicle has been invoiced at REBU and you would like to
collect it on your own, please contact your commercial agent before making a decision.
For vehicles that cannot be driven or lifted by their own, it is necessary to have a small unitary crane able to access to our yard and manoeuvre without any problem
to pick up the car. If not , we can offer you a special transport service that will will take care of everything, but it is necessary to give 48 hours notice before the
pick-up. This service must be invoiced to the buyer.

Number plate:

Brand and model:

VIN:

I hereby authorize the person named below to receive the vehicle listed above at BCA España in my name and on my behalf and to transport it to my company
headquarters. This power of attorney is valid only for this list of vehicles.

Details of the principal (owner)

Authorized representative / forwarding agent

BCA customer ID

Authorized

Company name

Street, nº

Street, nº

ZIP code, city

ZIP code, city

Country

Country

Collecting date

Telephone number
E-Mail address
Signature and company stamp

Place, date

1

The pick-up times from our centres are Monday to Thursday from 09.00 am- 2.30 pm / 3.00 pm - 5.30 pm. Fridays continuously from 08.30 am - 2.30 pm.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION
✔ The transport agency you choose must be a legal transport agency dedicated to the transport of land vehicles, with valid goods transport insurance.
✔ Once the car arrives at its destination, you will need to send the original signed and stamped CMR, the goods insurance from the same agency that appears on the CMR and the "confirmation of delivery"
document that you received by email along with the purchase invoice.
✔ BCA charges parking stays of €18 from the ninth calendar day after the invoice date. Stays can be paid at the BCA reception or by sending proof of payment in advance so that the money can be paid into the
bank account.

